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I love the Cavs; have reviewed them a good number of times over the years. 
 

I believe four of their songs have made it to Jorg’s-world-radio, a success in its 

own right! 
 

In 2018 their song, "Chattanooga Tennessee," was my choice for Brecon Indie 

Song of the Year; one of my favorites, especially the lyrics, over 6years of 

reviewing. 

 

The Rev Cavs genre spread ability is far and wide and I so enjoy the music that 

comes from such talent and wide-open imagination. 

 

"Nothing Matters But Love," is scratching up top the list of my Rev Cavs, "Love 

this one," tunes! 
 

The guitar/bass come in with such a presence and keep the same throughout, 

only to be matched up by some amazing drumming that, to me, is the force that 

dictates the backbone of the rhythm, depth, energy and fun of the song. 
 

The lyrics are, as always, relatable and written for fans, a true Rev Cavs stronghold 

to which they remain true. 

 

I had a Steve Miller Band flashback, major buzz,  when the lead vocal was really 

jammin the guitar with a lightly, sandpapered voice that also held great density. 

The wee bit of tech edge was just enough to be cool. Of course, the solos simply 

burned! 
 

 

 



 

The harmonies were especially good when the lead and co/back vocal harmonize 

runs together, versus a back vocal echoing the chorus. 
 

Simply my opinion, noting I am really sound sensitive to any back vocal/chorus; in 

my ears any are often not song preferred. No big deal in this tune either way, it's 

another Rev Cavs winner; an awesome tune! 
 

The video is good; love the choice while  boasting great effects of jumping back 

and forth to the band after a few frames of the amusement park rides that were 

an imaginative add- maybe a symbol for positive associations and feelings. Groups 

of people dancing, couples hugging all well and endearingly tout the theme. 
 

It's also themed out old school in the video, the right way, for which I have so 

much respect. 

 

The entire song is an absolute entertainment big dawg! 

 

Great tune by an exceptionally great band! 


